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that allow you to improve your profitability. We offer
sophisticated transport solutions and pioneering
technologies, a dedicated international dealer organisation
and a wide range of services. Our philosophy to offer you the
highest possible return per kilometre is called DAF Transport
Efficiency. We see DAF Connect as a logical development

The world is becoming ever smaller. Connectivity allows us to work more quickly, easily and
effectively. The possibilities are endless. DAF Trucks believes that smart connectivity is also the key to
even more efficient logistics solutions. That is why we developed DAF Connect.

within that philosophy.

DAF Connect is a platform that lets you monitor your fleet's

with up-to-date information about your drivers, trucks and

DAF Connect is now available as an option for all new

performance, whenever you want and wherever you are. You

logistics processes. This performance data helps you to

vehicles, or as a retrofit kit for your current fleet. Get to know

can use this intelligent and user-friendly platform to stay in

increase your vehicle availability, reduce your operational

this flexible fleet management platform — after all, whatever

control of your logistics processes — and to get the best out

costs and optimise logistical efficiency.

you transport and wherever you travel in Europe, DAF

of your people and your vehicles. DAF Connect provides you

Here at DAF Trucks, we work continually to provide solutions

Connect will guide you towards increasing your profitability.
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Monitor

The ECO Score report lets you compare individual drivers

As a transport operator, you like to have your business under

against each other, to optimise performance.

control. However, the logistics process involves a whole host
of variables; how your driver drives, the condition of your

DAF Connect also maps the current location of your vehicles,

truck, things that happen on the road — these all affect the

giving you insight into performance and the routes that are

return you ultimately achieve per kilometre. Having an easy

being covered. This helps you to optimise productivity and

way to access clear and up-to-date information is vital for you

raise safety standards for your fleet and drivers. You can even

to make the correct decisions.

choose to receive alerts for individual vehicles and drivers,
giving you peace of mind. You also have clear evidence of

DAF Connect is a platform where you can see all of the

how your fleet's capacity is being utilised, so you can

information you need, in real time. Each time you log into the

optimise fuel consumption and returns per kilometre.

special DAF Connect portal, you can see the very latest
information about how your driver is driving, your vehicle's

Anticipate

status and its exact location details. Whenever you need it

Your DAF dealer can use DAF Connect to provide you with

and wherever you are in the world.

even better and more timely advice — not just about
purchasing new trucks, but also about maintenance and

DAF Trucks is introducing a new function to its DAF Connect

repairs. Based on the information provided by DAF Connect,

fleet management platform: Remote Tacho Download, which

maintenance can be tailored even more precisely to your

transport operators can use to read, store and analyse the

specific fleet and business model. Using the Vehicle Health

memory of driver cards and tachographs online and in real

Module, you can have the DAF Connect Portal display the

time. Remote Tacho Download helps the operator to maintain

warnings that the driver sees. Your DAF dealer supports you

an accurate tacho administration system and to save time.

proactively by scheduling and carrying out maintenance and
repairs at the correct times. This helps to further optimise the

Act

availability of your fleet. You save costs in the long term and

Having direct access to the right information means that you

minimise the chance of faults and breakdowns in the short

can provide guidance at any time. For example, you can use

term.

DAF Connect to compare the performance of individual
drivers on the same route. This may demonstrate, for
example, that individual driving behaviour is not efficient
across the board, which can have a significant effect on your
profitability. DAF Connect makes it easy for you to monitor an
individual’s driving behaviour, via the ECO Score report and to
make any necessary improvements by offering DAF EcoDrive
training.
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Dashboard
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Customisation for

everyone
There are a number of reasons why the DAF
Connect platform stands out on the market.

Firstly it is very user-friendly — alerts are based on vehicle or
driver behaviour, so you are always aware of any deviations.
Each key cycle is a separate trip, making it easy to compare
trips with each other. Finally, the DAF Connect Portal makes
it easy to create a geofence over an unlimited number of
points, so you can define borders between countries in no
time. A useful tool if vehicles are in defined areas, or have just
left them.
DAF Connect has a comprehensive range of features as
standard. If you select it as an option, you get 36 months
access to the DAF Connect Portal, which has several
modules to get you started straight away. You can decide for
yourself which other features of DAF Connect are useful to
you and your DAF dealer can offer excellent advice.

Your truck data in your own solution?

Remote Tacho Download

The open platform from DAF Connect has been designed to

if you have invested in fleet management systems but still

With Remote Tacho Download, DAF offers three solutions in

DAF Connect’s new Remote Tacho Download function

truly live up to its name. Your own fleet supplies the relevant

want to use the manufacturer’s data. This delivers a unique

one: a tool for downloading, storage and analysis.

ensures automated reading and storage of tacho

data via a central database, so you can seamlessly integrate

level of flexibility and is what we mean by DAF Transport

Maintaining an accurate record of driver cards and the

information. The transport operator can also monitor the

DAF Connect into your existing fleet management solutions.

Efficiency: we pull out all the stops to help you achieve the

tachograph’s memory is very labour intensive and prone to

trucks and drivers constantly to ensure that they are

The data is available in the rFMS standard; this is an ACEA

highest return per kilometre.

error. You can end up paying thousands of euros for each

complying with driving and rest period guidelines and to

instance of inaccurate bookkeeping.

intervene where necessary. This offers a greater sense of

industry standard that makes it straightforward to share data
with existing applications in a fixed format. As a result, the
open platform is also suitable for a mixed fleet — good news

security in terms of road safety and the risk of fines.
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Lots of clear information

More and more

on one screen

possibilities

Gering Meubeltransport, a furniture haulier based in the Dutch town of Landgraaf, is having all 46 of
its DAF CF tractor units equipped with DAF Connect. "The first vehicles fitted with the system are
already on the road. This should provide us with more assurance in terms of our business model",
believes Bas Keybek, fleet manager at the family business.

The Dutch company Vonk & Co is one of the first customers using DAF Connect. "For us, it is a
crucial tool in improving our company's efficiency further", says fleet manager John van Hattem. "It is
very easy to use, and more features are being added all the time."

and why we are aiming for zero downtime.
And that's where we hope DAF Connect can help us."

Vonk & Co is an international transport company based in

DAF Connect is still under development, but is already

Tiel in the Netherlands. The company specialises in white

providing Gerings with a great deal more insight into their

goods, which are transported from Germany, Austria and

fleet. "We now get much clearer figures regarding fuel

Italy to the central warehouse and then distributed to

consumption and driving behaviour. But for us, it is more

retailers and consumers.

“ DAF Connect is

crucial in improving
our efficiency further. ”

important that the dealer will soon be able to track the
technical condition of our vehicles in real time. This will help

"Our new XFs and LFs are equipped with DAF Connect",

Is it down to the routes or the driver's driving style, or is one

them give us greater peace of mind and make much more

van Hattem explains. "The further we drive, the more data

of the engines idling more than the others? DAF Connect

accurate prognoses about the condition of each truck.

we get, and from this, we can perform better comparisons

gives us the answer and has enabled us to achieve

I think that this will provide us with a much more flexible

and analyses. Why is the consumption of one truck higher

attractive savings."

maintenance system, meaning we will have to take our

than another's?

trucks in less frequently and for shorter periods, thereby
generating more uptime."
Gering wants more from DAF Connect than assurance.

“ We now get much clearer figures
regarding fuel consumption and
driving behaviour. ”

Another advantage in Keybek's eyes is that, in the event
of a breakdown, ITS can give a much deeper insight into
the vehicle than a driver would be able to provide. "We can
gain a quicker picture of exactly what the problem is and
get the appropriate service straight away. These aspects
together were enough to convince us to start using DAF
Connect. It gives us the assurance that we will achieve even
less downtime, and that the truck will be back on the road

"Our ultimate goal is to increase uptime and improve

faster."

our TCO further. That's a bit tricky for us because our
vehicles already drive very efficiently and we have very little

Bas Keybek notes that because much more information is

downtime", Bas explains. "This is because we never carry

now visible, there are many more possibilities. "There are

heavy cargo and we regularly have maintenance performed

some things we will need to get used to", he explains. That

professionally by our DAF dealer, Loven. We also check

is true when it comes to the individual driving performance

our tyres every week against a strict set of criteria. We

of the drivers. "As a family business, we have a close bond

don't really make our journeys on a just-in-time basis —

with our drivers. Many of them have driven with us for more

we play an important part within our customers' complete

than 25 years, so we need to strike a balance."

production chain. Almost their entire inventory is in our
trailers. This is why we can't afford for anything to go wrong

DAF Trucks N.V.
Part of PACCAR Inc., DAF is one of Europe's most successful truck manufacturers.
The key to this success is outstanding tractor units and rigids, backed up by the
correct services. This is all supported by a network of more than 1,000 independent
dealers in Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan and
Brazil. DAF has its own production facilities in the Netherlands, Belgium, the UK and
Brazil. In addition to trucks, DAF develops and manufactures components such as
axles and engines for bus and coach manufacturers all over the world.
You can find more information and dealer addresses at www.daf.com

DAF Trucks N.V.
Hugo van der Goeslaan 1
P.O. Box 90065
5600 PT Eindhoven
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 40 21 49 111
Fax: +31 (0) 40 21 44 325
daf.com
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No rights can be derived from this publication. DAF Trucks N.V. reserves the right to change
product specifications without prior notice. Products and services comply with the European
Directives effective at the time of sale but may vary depending on the country in which you are
located. For the most recent information, contact your authorised DAF dealer.
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